The compliance investment

Realising the value of compliance through greater effectiveness, efficiency, and sustainability
Organisations today are challenged to address diverse regulatory and business changes that are putting new demands on compliance. The pace of regulatory change, convergence in global regulation, and competition from new market entrants that is driving increased consumer and technology demands have created a complex environment for compliance leaders across all industries. While financial services firms have notably faced a new wave of regulation since the 2007–2008 financial crisis, organisations in other industries have also felt the impact of a proliferation of new rules that affect nearly every part of their operations and influence their strategic decisions. Adding to this challenge is the risk of reputational damage and significant financial penalties that frequently accompany compliance failures.

For some organisations, compliance costs and inherent risks have dictated significant changes in product offerings and business operations. However, many are now viewing compliance as an investment and not simply as a cost. These organisations are realising that business and operational value, such as better quality data and an improved customer experience, can be derived from anticipating risks and meeting regulatory requirements. This makes compliance an increasingly integrated part of the business investment strategy.

These changes have also elevated the stature and authority of the head of compliance (HOC) and increased the importance of effective governance, proactive risk management, and the need for continual compliance improvement. HOC sit at the centre of a compliance framework that demands the ability to work across functions and provides an opportunity to look at the breadth of risks facing their organisation. This means that compliance should ideally be integrated across the business and positioned to contribute to business decisions and adapt to the changing business and regulatory environment. With greater integration and agility as the goals, compliance leaders can take immediate steps to enhance compliance effectiveness, efficiency, and sustainability.

Advancing in the compliance journey
A framework for compliance encompasses multiple components that drive prevention, detection, and response across the three “lines of defence.” In a compliance framework, the business process owners are the first line of defence, compliance and centralised risk management functions are the second line of defence, and internal audit is the third line. Each line plays an important role in the organisation’s overall compliance framework and governance. The three
The importance of culture and tone from both the top and middle management should not be underestimated. Leading compliance programs that are plagued by cultural issues will still have problems. Similarly, a good culture can help organisations minimise misconduct while reducing the impact of compliance issues.

Regardless of the maturity of an organisation’s compliance framework across all eight program elements, compliance leaders recognise that their organisations need to improve in order to derive greater compliance value through increased effectiveness, efficiency, and sustainability. For each program element, organisations should determine their target state using a scale of 1 (“Initial”) to 5 (“Optimised”). As organisations journey along the continuum, they tend to focus more on prevention and detection and less on response, allowing them to move toward viewing compliance as an investment and realise significant savings. Organisations further in their journey also transition to greater program centralisation, integration, and sustainability.

Larger organisations, for instance, often have a large number of regulatory issues. The cost of self-identification, auditing, and investigations for these issues can be immense. However, a reduction in the number of issues can bring significant savings.

For most organisations, the compliance journey will be a continual evolution and alignment between regulatory requirements and expectations as well as the organisation’s risk profile, culture, strategic and financial objectives, and business and operating models. For some, the length of the journey may depend on funding or the perception of the need to evolve further. For others, extensive transformation may be necessary simply to meet regulatory requirements. Further, the compliance journey often varies depending on the organisation, its history, legacy structure, its prior experiences, industry, business activities, and future goals. Nonetheless, the journey represents an opportunity for all organisations to further integrate compliance requirements throughout the organisation in a sustainable way and to identify new ways to gauge effectiveness and enhance efficiency.
Focusing on effectiveness, efficiency, and sustainability

Compliance leaders across industries are focused on assessing and enhancing their compliance effectiveness in response to regulatory requirements and expectations. This includes ensuring that they have a strong compliance culture embedded throughout the organisation and that they are able to demonstrate to their boards and regulators that they understand and can manage their compliance risks. In addition, compliance leaders in organisations with more mature programs are also attentive to the need to improve the sustainability and efficiency of their programs.

While many compliance leaders are beginning to realise the value of their compliance investment through this focus on effectiveness, they often struggle with how to evaluate it. Many rely on internal metrics for insight into the effectiveness of their programs, including year-over-year improvement and how well they are filling self-identified compliance gaps and inefficiencies, as well as through an external analysis against peers. However, these may not be the most useful metrics given an organisation's risks and strategic goals. Furthermore, compliance leaders recognise the limits of one-dimensional statistics, such as feedback from customers and regulators or decreasing fines. While these metrics provide some insight, they do not generally enhance an organisation's awareness of its actual compliance effectiveness.

In response, compliance leaders are increasingly pursuing multidimensional metrics that link operational performance with compliance as well as metrics that can provide a deeper understanding of the organisation's compliance effectiveness. Multidimensional metrics, for example, can enable an organisation to better understand the root causes of issues related to retention, engagement, and attitude; the time needed to close audit issues and the number of repeat issues; and client satisfaction or complaints at the business unit level. These metrics also provide insights into compliance effectiveness.

Case study: Beginning the compliance journey

A large financial institution faced regulatory pressure to enhance components of its compliance program. Regulators questioned the institution's enterprise-wide risk assessment, data integrity, technology infrastructure, governance oversight, and overall ability to manage certain compliance risks. The board of directors and compliance leaders across the organisation recognised the need to improve their compliance activities as well as the importance of embedding any changes in a sustainable way. The bank, however, struggled to execute improvements and often found itself in a reactive mode.

The bank sought guidance to supplement its team's knowledge and efforts, identify gaps and risks in the program changes, and provide feedback that could help the organisation realise a more strategic and risk-based approach to program changes. In the first steps of its multi-year compliance journey, the bank hired compliance leaders with broader experiences than those at many regional banks; transformed a number of data systems; refined its key risk indicators and key performance indicators to garner more refined metrics on program effectiveness; and enhanced the accountability of each line of defence for compliance. This resulted in greater awareness of its compliance risks and gaps across the enterprise, improvement in its internal control structure, and both strategic and tactical prioritisation of enhancements in order to realise the greatest value from its investment.
Further, leaders are seeking data and analytics and other forward-looking predictive measures, as well as utilising behavioral science indicia, to assess compliance trends and to enhance their understanding of emerging risks and potential misconduct. Examples of such forward-looking metrics might include a “click rate” that measures the number of employees who have read a particular policy, or tracking minor employee misconduct as an indicator of potentially more serious future misconduct.

In addition, certain metrics gleaned from employee surveys, cultural assessments, or focus groups can demonstrate how the compliance program is deployed within an organisation and highlight the soundness of its design and execution. Assessments, for example, can also provide insights on cultural issues across the enterprise or on compliance bypasses that would not necessarily be caught through the other metrics.

While there are no universally accepted definitions of what makes a compliance program effective, and there is no one metric for evaluating effectiveness, the pillars of an effective compliance program are sound design and execution, timely and proactive responses to compliance issues, and readiness for regulatory change.

- **Sound design and execution:** Sound design and execution is the foundation of effective compliance. This is demonstrated when the program works as intended and recurring issues decrease over time. To assess design and execution, many compliance leaders look at their key risk indicators (KRIs) year over year or at surveys of targeted employees. They typically also consider guidance and feedback from regulators and measure their program against the AS ISO 19600: 2015 Compliance management systems – Guidelines.

- **Timely response to issues:** While misconduct, gaps, and other issues can still occur regardless of the strength of an organisation’s compliance program, how an organisation responds to a problem or crisis reflects its compliance effectiveness. A critical part of this response is the ability to implement a sustainable process to self-identify and self-report to regulators potential or alleged misconduct in advance of regulatory scrutiny. In addition, organisations should have processes for receiving and resolving broader issues, including consumer complaints.

- **Readiness for regulatory change:** Readiness for regulatory change requires organisations to both anticipate regulatory changes and respond quickly to comply. This includes revisions to its internal infrastructure and approaches.

In addition to effectiveness, organisations with more mature compliance efforts often find that the next step in their compliance journey – and a key to realising a return on their investment – is making compliance more efficient and sustainable. Efficient compliance can address an organisation’s many regulatory mandates through a common set of controls that may require new automated, enterprise-wide controls to replace multiple or compensating controls within business units. This can be especially important for decentralised organisations and organisations that operate under multiple regulatory jurisdictions and face growing challenges in tracking and managing regulatory changes. Additionally, sustainable compliance requires compliance leaders to demonstrate effectiveness throughout the supervisory cycle as well as repeatable processes for an external consultant or audit assessment. Given staffing pressures including lack of resources, attrition rates, embedding sustainable processes is increasing in importance.
Identifying compliance enhancements

While many organisations understand the need to continually advance in their compliance journey, there are several actions compliance leaders can take immediately to move toward greater agility and proactive compliance management while enhancing their compliance effectiveness, efficiency, and sustainability.

**Review the “strategic” vision for compliance:**
Compliance leaders should determine if the current compliance approach is meeting the organisation’s needs. This includes determining if it is working with the business or if it is perceived to be an obstacle or a redundant exercise. For compliance to be effective and sustainable, it must be aligned and integrated with the business. Helping to ensure that compliance is involved early in key decisions and is a partner of the business can help to reduce such issues.

Further, it is imperative that organisations have an understanding and vision for their compliance program that considers their existing and desired program structure, supporting technology, and the coordination and communication lines that are needed to enhance effectiveness, sustainability, and efficiency. Many organisations continue to question if their structure is well designed and implemented to identify and escalate compliance risks or if the structure needs changes, including further centralisation. While there is no “one-size-fits-all” approach to a compliance structure, organisations that fully understand their organisational regulatory requirements—including emerging regulatory changes and challenges, history, people, technology, control coverage, and risks—are well-positioned to assess if changes to the program infrastructure would be valuable and have a significant impact on organisational compliance.

Importantly, compliance officers should be attuned to the fact that enhancements to one compliance program area—such as its data analytics and technology or governance and culture—can have real and significant impacts on other compliance program components. For example, enhancing data analytics to include new testing data can impact the organisation’s risk assessment, issues management, and many other compliance program components. Given the interconnected nature of a compliance program, regulators are increasingly seeking a single and consistent compliance view across organisations. The program must create synergy and program components must work together in design and execution.

**Perform an enterprise-wide risk assessment:**
Compliance leaders and the board of directors need enterprise-wide risk assessments in order to have a holistic understanding of the organisation’s risk universe, the materiality of those risks, and, in particular, its systemic risks. Organisations increasingly recognise the importance of an annual enterprise-wide risk assessment, and many use their risk assessments as a strategic input for their audit plan and program enhancement decisions. Further, regularly scheduled risk assessments can also help compliance leaders improve their resource allocations and staffing models to align compliance more efficiently with their risks and needs and to produce a more effective result.

However, assessments are often focused on specific regulations, such as anti-bribery or privacy, rather than on serving as a holistic assessment of the overall compliance program. Alternatively, the risk assessments may be performed by the business units with limited aggregation at the enterprise-wide level. When this happens, systemic risks across the enterprise and across regulations may not be apparent. For that reason, it is vitally important that compliance leaders have a process in place for aggregating enterprise-wide quantitative and qualitative data that can then be communicated to the board.
The enterprise-wide risk assessment should contain sufficient detail for compliance leaders to evaluate the organisation’s inherent risks, mitigating controls, and residual risk. The HOC can then use this assessment to target elevated or higher risk areas more effectively for enhancement, to refine the annual compliance monitoring plan, and for internal audit to leverage in its testing plan. By providing a thorough report to the board on control gaps and residual exposure across the organisation, the board is better equipped to evaluate if the organisation’s residual risk is consistent with its risk tolerance and desired risk profile, or to determine what changes to the business or strategy are needed to bring residual risk back into alignment.

**Help ensure an effective three lines of defence:** Organisations can also evaluate if their three lines of defence are being used effectively and seek to understand the rationale for any overlap. The three lines of defence model aids in promoting compliance agility, identifying emerging risks, and in clarifying the compliance program’s strengths and weaknesses. Organisations that apply this model to their compliance approach use it to reduce risk, strengthen culture and behavior, and enhance governance, organisation, and infrastructure.

As a first step in this evaluation, compliance leaders should confirm that roles and responsibilities for each line of defence are clearly defined and appropriately aligned with each line’s mandate. Where overlaps exist, leaders should consider if this is intentional or if processes can be streamlined. One particular area of focus for compliance leaders today is on further establishing the parameters for the first line of review, including for conducting quality assurance reviews and monitoring. In further developing compliance responsibilities for business units and operations, compliance leaders find value through a more preventive approach that creates greater accountability and reduces business disruptions. For example, this enhancement of the organisation’s preventive controls also tends to create greater accountability within the line of business and often leads to more immediate identification and escalation of risks. Organisations should also consider the communication and coordination protocols that should exist throughout the planning and execution stages. As a better practice, compliance leaders should also evaluate where direct and indirect compliance coverage will exist among the lines of defence, which areas of compliance will be covered centrally, and which will be decentralised with associated standards.

One indicator of whether an organisation is maximising its three lines of defence is if it has a harmonised and common set of controls. With a common set of controls, an organisation can develop better practices around a single set of controls that can be easily modified, allowing compliance to adapt more quickly as the regulatory environment evolves. This is characteristic of more mature compliance programs and is nonetheless a challenge for many organisations with multiple and incompatible technology systems and with a compliance program that is less integrated across the business lines.

---

During this evaluation, compliance leaders should also consider their organisational mandate for compliance and the compliance coverage needed. Since, in some sense, everything can become compliance when regulations are involved, compliance leaders benefit from clearly defining the compliance matters within the compliance function’s mandate, the responsibility of information technology (IT), and the responsibility of the business or operations (with compliance input as needed). For example, does compliance own cybersecurity or environmental compliance? What about investigations? Such analysis similarly helps organisations to better understand and document its compliance program and coverage.

**Assess the organisation’s “culture of compliance”:**

A “culture of compliance” requires an organisation to demonstrate the values of integrity, trust, and respect for the law. Regulators are increasingly focusing on an organisation’s compliance culture and recognising it to be an essential preventive control against many forms of misconduct. Regulators often view the lack of a culture of compliance as the root cause of misconduct within an organisation.

Transforming an organisation’s culture, however, is a long-term investment. It requires the commitment of the most senior leaders and often presents these leaders with unexpected challenges and difficult decisions. To embed a culture of compliance, an organisation must have established guidelines, and employees at all levels must be held accountable in accordance with these guidelines and without exception. The board and senior management must not only establish the core values and expectations for their organisation but must also act consistent with those values and expectations at all times.

Compliance leaders should also periodically confirm the existence of the compliance culture, ensuring that subcultures do not negate or hinder their compliance culture, and determine if the culture is embedded consistently across its business and operational units. One way to accomplish this is through a “cultural assessment.” This assessment typically enables compliance leaders to understand whether people are comfortable with the culture of the organisation, how employees view organisational justice, how management decides ethical issues, and if employees are willing to identify issues without fear of retaliation. All of these factors are important indicators of the compliance culture across the organisation.

**Assess current technology:**

Technology and data analytics are essential tools for organisations in preventing, detecting, and even responding to potential compliance misconduct. In recent years, organisations have faced a significant transition to digital content and records as well as changes to their core platform systems. They have also faced the need to further aggregate their compliance risk indicators, including with respect to their third parties, investigations, culture, and internal monitoring and audit efforts. In addition, depending on the industry, organisations may be challenged by regulatory requirements to link their compliance performance to their operational metrics such as employee behavior and anomalies in activity (including in distribution channels or customer trades). Organisations are also increasingly concentrating on refining their predictive indicators, which necessitate certain technology functionality as well.

Yet, many organisations still have legacy technology systems or disparate systems across the organisation that are a consequence of organisational expansion or mergers and acquisitions. Importantly, existing technology may also lack the requisite functionality to link compliance to operational metrics and aggregate predictive metrics. To address these changing market and operational circumstances, organisations are increasingly implementing tools for governance, risk management, and compliance (GRC); case management; or other embedded technology to further support all components of their compliance program in an integrated and sustainable fashion. This includes automating transaction monitoring across their organisation; aggregating data and documentation in one central repository, including for third-party risk management; applying consistent risk ratings to activity and/or parties; accessing data for meaningful KRI’s and key performance indicators (KPIs); tracking ongoing monitoring and reviews; automating aspects of monitoring; and addressing regulatory changes and exception reporting.

These operational changes require compliance to be involved in system design and changes. Defined user acceptance testing (UAT) and validation of any data flows, system functionality, and translation of unstructured data to structured data should also be planned and executed. Further, these changes necessitate at least a certain level of transition to more centralised and integrated technology infrastructure across the organisation as well as to more robust data analytic capabilities. As organisations shift to greater automation for selected data and system processes, compliance leaders should be alert to the impact of this on other components of their compliance program such as their risk assessments, reporting, and governance. They should also integrate this information in the annual risk assessment, enabling the board and senior leaders to better understand compliance risks and to identify compliance program enhancements for prioritisation.

---

2 The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) defines culture as “the set of explicit and implicit norms, practices and expected behaviors that influence how employees make and carry out decisions in the course of conducting the firm’s business.”
Proactively address regulatory change: Managing regulatory change is a significant challenge that can put organisations in a reactive position, especially when an organisation operates in diverse businesses, in highly regulated industries, or in multiple jurisdictions. However, organisations in today's ultra-competitive market simply cannot afford to respond ad hoc to regulatory change. An ad hoc approach typically limits the time an organisation has to assess needed changes and arrive at the right solution for their organisation. For this reason, organisations must be able to adapt proactively to the changing regulatory environment.\(^3\)

By establishing a regulatory change management process that identifies and tracks potential regulations and evaluates their impact on the organisation, compliance leaders are better positioned to address these changes when they come to fruition. Vendor tools can also help automate some of this process, supplemented by internal employee resources. In addition, a leading practice among many businesses is to maintain a real-time, continuous inventory of global regulatory obligations and regularly scan the regulatory horizon to identify new and emerging changes or triggering events.

A regulatory change management process should provide for an aligned view across portfolios in order to understand the global interdependencies among other strategic initiatives and regulations. In addition, organisations should utilise external industry thought leadership to stay ahead of regulatory automation trends as well as leading practices to further develop their understanding of divergences across regulations and jurisdictions. This, combined with a more robust knowledge of the organisation's regulatory environment, can help improve operational efficiency and enhance cross-border coordination. Because regulatory changes often require updates to organisational systems, processes, and structure, approaching these changes collectively and in a proactive manner is an opportunity for increased effectiveness and efficiency. Organisations can also implement a consistent global methodology that is administered by a global program office.

\(^3\) Sustainable Compliance: How to Align Compliance, Security and Business Goals, NET IQ (2012).
Conclusion: Realising the value of compliance

Viewing compliance as an investment, and not simply as a cost, can help measure its return during ongoing compliance improvements while propelling the organisation toward greater effectiveness, sustainability, and efficiencies in its compliance efforts. Organisations can do this by considering the business and operational value—in addition to the compliance value—that this investment provides. For example, while the investment in technology, cultural change, or strategic evaluations of the program is a real cost, it can result in significant process improvement, control enhancements, and improved customer experiences. While these can be hard to quantify, they are impactful nevertheless.

For many organisations, the journey of developing compliance from what it has been to what it needs to become can be a major undertaking. Organisations find it challenging to address all of the significant impacts to the organisational structure, processes, and technology that people are used to working with. Convincing or aligning people in the compliance journey can meet with resistance, as employees question why the changes are needed and question the value from such adjustments. In addition, migrating data or integrating systems is a complex process with significant costs. The culture of the organisation itself can also be a hurdle, as different business units in many organisations are difficult to align.

However, compliance is an ongoing process that requires continuous oversight and continuous improvement. As businesses are pressured to become more agile and cost-effective in response to changing market conditions, leaders must likewise improve their compliance agility, adaptability, efficiency, and sustainability. This journey must make compliance part of the core business team that considers systems, products, and business changes. Persisting in this journey can help organisations stay ahead of regulatory change and adapt to a complex business environment. In taking the actions outlined in this article, compliance leaders will be better positioned to refine their compliance approach more strategically and to realise increased effectiveness and improved efficiency and sustainability.

How KPMG can help in your compliance journey

KPMG helps organisations across industries further develop and enhance their compliance program with the intent to help increase effectiveness and efficiency, expand compliance integration, and enhance strategic business decision making.

KPMG’s services are customised according to an organisation’s regulatory requirements, objectives, business, operations, and jurisdictional reach. We help organisations fundamentally reassess and retool their compliance governance, compliance culture, and business and risk operations. This includes helping our clients align their compliance programs to the specific requirements of their industry and jurisdiction, anticipating regulatory change, and enhancing their understanding of the practices of their peers.

KPMG’s customised approach allows us to evaluate an organisation’s compliance risk culture; recommend and assist in implementing an enhanced compliance risk assessment; assess the current state of an organisation’s compliance program; and recommend a target operating model using KPMG’s proprietary maturation criteria. This criteria incorporates our industry knowledge for either a broad or targeted industry-based benchmark that is sized for the organisation and uses the relevant peer-group or sector standards.
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